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Sith Master and Apprentice vs Jedi. Jedi employs high mobility to tangle up the two Sith against each other. Everyone is
wielding single saber. Generally speaking, Master should be using smaller fencing-style cuts, while Apprentice employs
sweeping Marauder-style swings.
Just the choreo
Apprentice: 3-2-4
Master: 4-2-5/dodge
Apprentice: 5-3-4
Master: 3-4, parry in Master’s 2/rear
Apprentice: 4-2-5 (doubled)

Jedi: push-off, rear/2 to Master, 4-1 to Apprentice
Master: 4-1
Apprentice: 3-4-1-4 (head shot)
Jedi: thrust/3
Master: 4-1-3/bind

Opening: establish Jedi’s maneuverability, Master’s small cuts technique, Apprentice’s large power swings.
0. Apprentice mutters "I’ll get him", Master uses LH to hold out his blade to stop him; Apprentice flips Master’ blade up
and charges Jedi.
I. Apprentice charges Jedi, who pivots slightly to let Apprentice go by: 3-2-4 (upward knock-away parry). Slight pause to
let Apprentice recover and circle back towards Master, who is doing "wtf are you doing?!?" posturing at Apprentice.
II. Master attacks 4-2-5 while Apprentice is moving through Master’ wake. Jedi immediately starts shifting right, and
wholly evades the 5. Jedi still blocks in 5, but that’s because Jedi’s engaging Apprentice.
III. Apprentice had started moving at the same time Master does, and attacks 5-3-4. The 4 slightly interrupts Master’s
re-engagement, throwing off his timing.
IV. Master cuts in front of Apprentice (from Apprentice’s right) and attacks Jedi 3-4. Master continues moving in a
straight line, and Jedi counterattacks to Master’s rear/2, which he blocks with a CCW behind-the-back parry.
V. Apprentice re-engages: 4-2-5. Master has re-engaged and also joins in attacking 5 in concert with Jedi, such that he
can do a single 5-parry.
14 beats to this point, plus several seconds of posturing.
VI. Jedi ducks under his blade and attacks Master in rear/2 and then Apprentice (who has since turned CCW a bit) in 4-1.
VII. Master attacks 4-1; Jedi is trending right as he backpedals.
VIII. Apprentice charges, cutting off Master: 3-4-1-4 (head shot). Jedi pivots CCW to let Apprentice charge by. The last
4/head shot, Jedi drops; Master, who was about to re-engage, has to quickly parry Apprentice’s attack, and force pushes
Apprentice away.
IX. Jedi recovers and does a quick jab to Master’s 3; Master does an over-the-top circular parry to beat it away, and
counterattacks 4-1-3bind. During this time, Apprentice recovers from his charge and disengages. Jedi does a blade push
against Master to disengage.
+14 beats to this point, 28 total, plus several seconds of posturing.
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